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Abstract. Terms extensively exist in speciﬁc domains, and term translation plays a critical role in domain-speciﬁc statistical machine translation (SMT) tasks. However, it’s a challenging task to extract term
translation knowledge from parallel sentences because of the error propagation in the SMT training pipeline. In this paper, we propose a simple,
straightforward and eﬀective model to mitigate the error propagation and
improve the quality of term translation. The proposed model goes from
initial weak monolingual detection of terms based on naturally annotated
resources (e.g. Wikipedia) to a stronger bilingual joint detection of terms,
and allows the word alignment to interact. The extensive experiments
show that our method substantially boosts the performance of bilingual
term detection by more than 8 points absolute F-score. And the term
translation quality is substantially improved by more than 3.66% accuracy, as well as the sentence translation quality is signiﬁcantly improved
by 0.38 absolute BLEU points, compared with the strong baseline, i.e.
the well tuned Moses.

1

Introduction

Terms, deﬁned by specialists, a noun or compound word used in a speciﬁc context, deliver essential context and meaning in human languages [25], such as
technical terms “header text” and “summary”1 . Terms extensively exist in speciﬁc domains. For example, in Microsoft Translation Memory, there are 8 terms
out of every 100 words, whereas named entities are nearly nonexistent. What’s
more, new terms are being created all the time, such as in areas of computer science and medicine. Thus, term translation plays a critical role in domain-speciﬁc
statistical machine translation (SMT) tasks.
However, unlike person names or other named entities having obvious characteristics and boundary clues, it’s a challenging task to extract term translation
knowledge from parallel sentences in the SMT training pipeline. A typical SMT
training pipeline consists of monolingual term recognition, word alignment and
1

In this paper, we do not consider named entities (e.g., person names, location names,
organization names, time and numbers) and treat named entities non-terms.
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translation rule extraction. So, the term recognization errors will propagate into
the next stages. To make matters worse, it is expensive to annotate training data,
in practice, to obtain high-quality term recognizers for various speciﬁc domains.
As a result, the poor performance of term recognition further decreases the
quality of word alignment and translation rule extraction. Thus, it is a challenging task to extract term translation knowledge from parallel sentences. Thus,
frequent term translation errors make users hard to follow MT results in speciﬁc
areas. For example, in the case of Microsoft Translation Memory, more than
10% of high-frequency terms are incorrectly translated by our baseline system,
although the BLEU-score is up to 63%.
In order to mitigate the error propagation and improve the quality of term
translation, we propose in this paper a simple, straightforward and eﬀective
model for jointing bilingual term detection and word alignment. The proposed
model goes from the initial weak monolingual detection of terms based on naturally annotated resources, e.g., Wikipedia, to a stronger bilingual joint detection
of terms, and allows the word alignment to interact. A brief overview of the
proposed model is shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1(a), the starting point is the weak English term recognizer, the weak
Chinese term recognizer and the HMM-based word alignment model. Obviously,
there are some critical errors denoted by red color (the italics words and the
dotted lines).
Fortunately, based on Fig. 1(a), we have the following observations: (1) The
initially recognized monolingual terms can act as anchors for further detecting
terms. (2) The source terms and target terms in parallel sentences come in pair,
and it provides mutual constraints for bilingual term detection. (3) The detected
bilingual term pairs can further improve the performance of word alignment, in
turn, word alignment can contribute to term recognition.
Based on the above observations and inspired by [2,27], the proposed model
adopts the initial results as anchors, then enlarges or shrinks the boundaries of
the anchors to generate new term candidates, and allows the word alignment to
interact, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Finally, we get a stronger bilingual joint detection
of terms and the promoted word alignment as seen in Fig. 1(c).
In the experiments, our proposed joint model has achieved remarkable results
on bilingual term detection, word alignment, term translation and sentence
translation. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. The proposed simple and straightforward model jointly performs bilingual
term detection and word alignment for the ﬁrst time.
2. The proposed joint model starts with low-quality naturally annotated monolingual resources rather than expensive human annotated data to perform
initial term recognition, and allows the word alignment to interact with bilingual term detection, ﬁnally gets a stronger bilingual detection of terms.
3. The proposed model substantially boosts the performance of bilingual term
detection and word alignment, and ﬁnally signiﬁcantly improves the performance of term translation in the speciﬁc domain compared to a strong
baseline.
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Fig. 1. A brief work ﬂow overview
of the proposed model. (Color ﬁgure
online)
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Fig. 2. The four-stage framework for
joint bilingual term detection and word
alignment.

Related Work

To automatically recognize terms, researchers have proposed many approaches,
which can be divided into two types. One aims at using linguistic tools (e.g.
POS tagger, phrase chunker) to ﬁlter out stop words and restrict candidate
terms to noun phrases [1]. The other focuses on employing statistical measures
to rank the candidate terms (n-gram sequences), such as mutual information
[4], log likelihood [17], t-test [6], TF-IDF [20], C-value/NC-value [9], and many
others [14,30]. More recent term recognition systems use hybrid approaches that
combine both linguistic and statistical information.
However, seldom is the full range of the problem dealt with by any one
method. First, most works rely on the simplifying assumption [11,15] that the
majority of terms consist of multi-word, In fact, [21] claims that 85% of domainspeciﬁc terms are multi-word units, while [15] claims that only a small percentage
of gene names are multi-word units. Such an assumption leads to very low recall
for some domains. Second, some approaches apply frequency thresholds to reduce
the algorithm’s search space by ﬁltering out low frequency term candidates.
Such methods have not taken into account Zipf’s law, again leading to reduced
recall.
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In this paper, in order to improve the recall, we adopt naturally annotated
resources for term detection, such as Wikipedia, and focus on supervised machine
learning approaches based recognition approaches for SMT with a wide range of
domains.
Most bilingual term alignment systems ﬁrst identify term candidates in the
source and target languages based on predeﬁned patterns [16], statistical measures (e.g., frequency information) [17], or supervised approaches [7], and then
select translation candidates for these terms. In such pipeline approaches, the
error propagation has a negative impact on the bilingual term detection and
term translation.

3

The Proposed Joint Model

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the whole framework, then propose a formalized
representation, and ﬁnally describe the important details.
3.1

The Framework for Jointly Detecting Bilingual Term
Pairs and Aligning Words

In this paper, in order to jointly detect bilingual terms and align words, we
propose a four-stage framework as shown in Fig. 2: (A) Initialization stage goes
from initial weak monolingual detection of terms based on naturally annotated
resources. (B) Term candidate expansion stage, expanding the associated term
candidate set to remedy the errors occurred in the previous stage. (C) Bilingual
term detection stage. The framework obtains a stronger bilingual joint detection
of terms. (D) Word alignment and bilingual term re-detection stage. The framework allows the word alignment to interact with the bilingual term detection
results. In Fig. 2, only the key points are showed.
(A) Initialization Stage
The ﬁrst stage includes the following steps: initial word alignment, initial
term recognition, initial term completion and initial term alignment. Let sJ1 =
s1 s2 . . . sJ denote the source sentence, and tI1 = t1 t2 . . . tI denote the target sentence, where J and I are the numbers of words in source sentence and target
sentence, respectively.
Initial Word Alignment and Initial Term Recognition: Given the source =
target sentence pair (sJ1 , tIj ), we can get the initial word alignment A
Q
 , and the initial recognized
ã1 ã2 . . . ãJ , the initial recognized source terms ST
P

1


target terms T
T 1 , where Q and P are the numbers of initially recognized
terms of the source and the target sentence, respectively. In word alignment,
ãj = {i|a(j) = i}, and the expression a(j) = i denotes that the target word ti is
connected to the source word sj .
For this work, the word alignment refers to the HMM-based word alignment model by default. The term recognition tool is based on the Stanford
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Classiﬁer [19], which is trained by naturally annotated Wikipedia monolingual
sentences, e.g., hyperlinks, boldfaces and quotes. And a beam search style decoding algorithm is employed to convert the classiﬁcation results to appropriate
term recognition results. As a result, we can get initial weak monolingual term
detectors.
Initial Term Completion: In order to prevent the incorrect term alignment
Q
P

 1 and T
T 1 will be ﬁxed by the
caused by the initial term recognition errors, ST
 q is
following operation: if none of aligned target words of the source term ST
recognized as the term, then the one, which is most likely to be a term, of them
P

will be added into T
T ; the same operation will be applied to the target terms.
1

=
Initial Term Alignment: We construct the initial term alignment set M
Q
Q
(P
)

 and the
M
by generating a Cartesian product of the source term set ST
1
1
P
k of the initial term alignment

target term set T
T 1 . We rank each candidate M
set in descending order with the score calculated by the Viterbi algorithm [8]
using the pre-trained term alignment model. The k-th initial term alignment is
 q, T

k = m
 1m
2 ...m
 Q , where m
 q = (ST
T p ).
denoted by M
In the ﬁrst stage, the initial term alignment is based on the pre-trained term
alignment model, which is implemented according to the HMM-based word alignment model. And the training data is the bilingual term dictionary consisting of
Wikipedia titles and the domain-speciﬁc term database.
Example: For the example in Fig. 1, the input of the ﬁrst stage is the following:

And the output is the following result:

(B) Term Candidate Expansion Stage
In order to mitigate the error occurred in the previous stage, we generate another


two term candidate sets ST1Q and T T1P sets by allowing the initial term to
enlarge/shrink its boundaries up to four words on each side. Each time, when
the one of the boundaries is enlarging/shrinking, the another one should be ﬁxed.
And ﬁnally we get a series of term candidates. The limitation “four words” is an
empirical value. In addition, the regenerated terms in this stage are not allowed
to overlap diﬀerent initial terms, but they can share the same base initial term.
Example: For the example in Fig. 1, the input of the second stage is the initial
term-alignment set, and the output is the following result:
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(C) Bilingual Term Detection Stage
The third stage is to jointly perform monolingual term detection and bilingual term alignment. We conduct a beam search process to select the top
K updated term alignment set M = M1K based on the initial term alignment set

, the re-generated source terms ST Q and the re-generated target terms T T P  .
M
1
1
The searching process will keep removing those overlapping terms from the candidate list. The k-th updated term alignment is denoted as Mk = m1 m2 . . . mQ
where mq = (T Tp , STq ). We can get the probability of each updated term align

ment P (Mk |ST1Q , T T1P ) for each k. As a result, the proposed framework obtains
a stronger bilingual term detection.
Example: For the example in Fig. 1, the input of the third stage includes the
regenerated English term set and the regenerated Chinese term set, and the
output is the following result:

(D) Word Alignment and Bilingual Term Re-detection Stage
In the last stage, the framework allows the word alignment to interact with
the bilingual term detection results through jointly executing bilingual term redetection and word alignment via a generative model. The joint word alignment
tool in this stage is the extension for the initial word alignment tool in the ﬁrst
stage. As a result, we can get the ﬁnal word alignment A∗ = a∗1 a∗2 . . . a∗J and the
ﬁnal term alignment M ∗ = m∗1 m∗2 . . . m∗Q using the generative word alignment
model based on the constraint of the updated term alignment M .
Example: For the example in Fig. 1, the input of the last stage is the updatedterm-alignment set, and the output is the following result:

3.2

The Joint Model

We put all the four stages together, and the proposed joint model can be formulated as:



J
I
k |ST
Q
P J I
(A , M ) = argmax max P (Mk , M
1 , T T 1 , s1 , t1 ) × P (s1 , A, Mk |t1 )
∗

∗

(Mk ,A)

k
M

(1)
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P

k |ST
1 ,T

where P (Mk , M
T 1 , sJ1 , tI1 ) refers to the bilingual term alignment probJ
ability, and P (s1 , A, Mk |tIj ) refers to the the word alignment model based on the
constraint of the updated term alignment Mk .
Q
P
 ,T

The following steps are executed jointly with respect to ST
T 1 , sJ1 and
1
tI1 : monolingual term recognition, bilingual term alignment and word alignment.
And there is no independence assumption among those term pairs including in
the associated term-pair sequence.
Next, we will introduce the important derivation details. The derivation looks
like a somewhat complicated framework, but it’s not so hard to comprehend and
implemented.
3.3

Derivation Details

In Eq. (1), the bilingual term alignment probability, in the fourth stage as shown
in Fig. 2, is computationally infeasible and will be simpliﬁed and derived as
follows:


k |ST
Q
P J I
  Q P
P (Mk , M
1 , T T 1 , s1 , t1 ) ≈ P (Mk |ST 1 , T T 1 ) ×



P (mq |m
 q , sJ1 , tI1 )

mq ∈Mk m
k
 q ∈M

(2)
It implies that monolingual term recognition and bilingual term alignment are
Q
P
k |ST
1 ,T

executed jointly. In Eq. 2, P (M
T 1 ) denotes the initial term alignment
 q , sJ1 , tI1 ) denotes the elastic bilingual
probability in the ﬁrst stage, and P (mq |m
term alignment model in the third stage.
In the next subsections, we will introduce how to compute the important
submodels embedded in the four stages as shown in Fig. 2.
(1) The Initial Term Alignment Probability
The initial term alignment probability, in the ﬁrst stage, is based on the maximum entropy model [3]. In this paper, we design a set of feature functions
Q
P
k , ST
1 ,T

hf (M
T 1 ), where f = 1, 2, . . . , F . Let λf be the weight corresponding
to the feature function. We adopt GIS algorithm [5] to train the weight λf .
According to [22], we have the following initial term alignment model:

k |ST
Q
P
P (M
1 ,TT1 )

exp
=

M
k

exp

F
f =1




k , ST
Q
P
λf hf (M
1 ,TT1 )

F
f =1

 
 , ST
 q, 
λf hf (M
T T p)
k

(3)

In order to calculate the initial term alignment model, we employ the following
three feature functions in this paper: phrase translation probability (denoted as
h1 ), lexical translation probability (h2 ) and co-occurrence feature (h3 ).
The phrase translation probability h1 is calculated by the pre-trained term
word alignment model as follows:
k , ST
Q
P
 Q P 
P  Q 
h1 (M
1 , T T 1 ) = log P (ST 1 |T T 1 , Mk ) + log P (T T 1 |ST 1 , Mk )

(4)

The lexical translation probability h2 is calculated by the pre-trained term word
alignment:
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k , ST
Q
P
 Q P 
P  Q 
h2 (M
1 , T T 1 ) = log lex(ST q |T T 1 , Mk ) + log lex(T T 1 |ST 1 , Mk )

(5)

The co-occurrence feature h3 is calculated based the current parallel corpus:
k , ST
Q
P
h3 (M
1 , T T 1 ) = log

Q

q=1


 q)
 q, 
count(T
T m(q)
T T m(q)
)
, ST
count(ST


+


count(∗, T T m(q)
)
count(∗, ST q )


(6)

(2) The Monolingual Term Likelihoods
This is the key step of the third stage as well as the whole joint model. Given

the initial term T = T1H = w
1 w
2 . . . w
H , where w
i refers to the i-th word, and

H is the number of words. Then, the re-generated term T can be formulated
as T = T1H = w1 w2 . . . wH = w
−dL . . . w
−1 w
1 w
2 . . . w
H w
+1 . . . w
+dR , where dL
refers to the left distance, namely numbers of words enlarged (dL ≥ 1) or shrunk
(dL ≤ −1) from the left boundary; similarly, dR refers to the right distance. In
fact, t̃1 and t̃H are the anchor points that we can enlarge or shrink the initial
recognized term. Then, the monolingual term likelihoods can be derived as:
P (T |T, OtherT okens) ≈ P (T )β1 × (1 − P (w
−dL . . . w
−1 ))β2 ×
+dR ))β3 × P (T)β4
(1 − P (w
+1 . . . w

(7)

where P (∗) refers to the probability that ∗ is a term given by the initial monolingual term recognition model; 1 − P (∗) refers to the probability that the
enlarged/shrunk part ∗ is not a term; β refers to the corresponding weight (the
optional value is 0.25).
(3) The Elastic Bilingual Term Alignment Model
The elastic bilingual term alignment model, in the third stage, can be further
decomposed:


 q , sJ1 , tI1 ) =
P (mq |m

P (Lk |STq , T Tp ) × P (mq |m
 q , sJ1 , tI1 )

(8)

Lk


 q , sJ1 , tI1 ) denotes the
where Lk denotes internal component alignment, P (mq |m
elastic bilingual term model, and the word alignment probability P (Lk |STq , T Tp )
is determined by the pre-trained term alignment model. The elastic bilingual
term model can be derived based on the monolingual term likelihoods as follows:


 q , OtherT okens) × P (T Tp |
P (mq |m
 q , sJ1 , tI1 ) ≈ P (STq |ST
T T p , OtherT okens)

(9)

(4) The Word Alignment Model
The word aligned model, in the last stage, is calculated according to the HMM
word alignment model [26]:
P (sJ1 , A, Mk |tIj ) =

J


p(aj , Mk |aj−1 , I) × P (sj |taj )

j=1

where P (sj |taj ) denotes the word translation probability.

(10)
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Let p(aj |a(j−1) , I) be the HMM alignment probability according to [26], and
conf lict(j, Mk ) be the indicator which indicates whether the current word alignment aj has a conﬂict with the term alignment Mk , then:
p(aj , Mk |a(j−1) , I) =

0
if conf lict(j, Mk ) = true
p(aj |a(j−1) , I) if conf lict(j, Mk ) = f alse

(11)

At last, about the computational cost of our implementation, the time tends
to increase 3–4 times more than the baseline HMM-based word alignment, and
the memory requirement rises at nearly 2–3 times.

4

Experiments

We conduct the experiments to test the performance of our four-stage joint
model in improving the performance of bilingual term detection and word alignment. In addition, we will check how much improvement the proposed model can
achieve on the ﬁnal SMT result. The performance of recognition and alignment
is evaluated by precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F); the quality of term
translation and sentence translation is evaluated by precision (P) and BLEU,
respectively.
Table 1. The
recognition.

performance

of

term Table 3. The performance of word
alignment

P/%

R/%

F/%

P/%

R/%

F/%

En-Baseline

62.94

65.61

64.25

GIZA++

69.28

75.83

72.41

Ch-Baseline

57.21

66.67

61.58

Baseline-1

67.06

73.18

69.99

En-Joint-C-Stage 67.35

71.47

69.34

Baseline-2

64.47

70.62

67.41

Ch-Joint-C-Stage 65.13

74.86

69.65

Joint-C-Stage 69.45

76.49

72.80

En-Joint-D-Stage 71.20∗∗ 76.84∗∗ 73.91∗∗

Joint-D-Stage 71.19∗∗ 78.51∗∗ 74.67∗∗

Ch-Joint-D-Stage 67.89∗∗ 75.03∗∗ 71.28∗∗
Table 4. The performance of translation
Table 2. The performance of bilingual
term alignment

Term/P/% Sent/BLEU/%
Moses

87.30

63.58

P/%

R/%

F/%

Baseline-1

86.53

63.09

49.38

56.41

52.66

Baseline-2

78.43

62.68

Joint-C-Stage 53.47

59.44

56.29

Joint-C-Stage 87.73

63.54

Joint-D-Stage 91.04∗∗

63.96∗∗

Baseline

Joint-D-Stage 58.29∗∗ 63.78∗∗ 60.91∗∗

“**” means the scores are significantly better than the corresponding previous line with p < 0.01.
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Experimental Setup

All the experiments are conducted on our in-house developed SMT toolkit including a typical phrase-based decoder [28] and a series of tools, including term
recognition, term alignment, word alignment and phrase table extraction.
We test our method on English-to-Chinese translation in the ﬁeld of software localization. The training data (1,199,589 sentences) and annotated test
data (1,100 sentences) are taken from Microsoft Translation Memory, which is
a domain-speciﬁc dataset. And additional data employed by this paper includes
Wikipedia terms (1,133,913) and Microsoft Terminology Collection (24,094
terms). The gold standard of term recognition and word alignment are human
annotated. What’s more, all data have been submitted for public. The statistical
signiﬁcance test is performed by the re-sampling approach [12].
4.2

Results and Analysis

(1) The Term Recognition Tests
First, we compare the performances of term recognition in the diﬀerent joint
stages with the baseline system, e.g., the pipeline approach. The corresponding systems are denoted as “En-baseline”, “Ch-Baseline”, “En-Joint-C-Stage”,
“Ch-Joint-C-Stage”, “En-Joint-D-Stage” and “Ch-Joint-D-Stage”, respectively.
“*-Baseline” refers to that term recognition and bilingual term alignment are
executed individually. “*-C-Stage” means that only term recognition and term
alignment are executed jointly. “*-D-Stage” refers the proposed four-stage framework. We report all the term recognition results in Table 1.
In contrast to the pipeline approach, the ﬁgures in Table 1 show that the initially detected terms can act as quite useful anchors for further detection, and the
performance of monolingual term recognition has been increased by at least 9.66
points absolute F-score through the proposed four-stage framework. According
to the bold ﬁgures in Table 1, we can draw a conclusion that word alignment can
substantially increase the performance of monolingual term recognition.
(2) The Bilingual Term Alignment Tests
Second, we compare the performances of bilingual term alignment in diﬀerent
stages. We report all the bilingual term alignment results in Table 2. The bold
ﬁgures in Table 2 indicate that the performance of bilingual term alignment
has been increased by 8.25 points absolute F-score, with the feedback of word
alignment and the constraint of source terms and target terms being pairing oﬀ.
(3) The Word alignment Tests
Third, we evaluate the performance of proposed joint model on word alignment.
Both GIZA++ [23] and the HMM-based approach “Baseline-1” take no account
of terms. Then, the term pipeline approach is implemented as our “Baseline-2”.
The term pipeline approach means that the following steps will be accomplished
sequentially without feedback: term recognition, bilingual term alignment and
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word alignment. “Joint-C-Stage” means that word alignment is executed individually in the fourth stage. And “*-D-Stage” refers the proposed four-stage
framework. In this paper, we adopted the balanced F-measure [10,18] as our
evaluation metric for word alignment. All results are reported in Table 3.
In Table 3, “Baseline-1” is the pure HMM-based word alignment, while
GIZA++ enables IBM model 1–5, HMM and other alignment improvements.
Thus, the word alignment result of “Baseline-1” is worse than that of GIZA++.
And the pipeline approach (“Baseline-2”) cannot improve the performance of
word alignment, because the performance of monolingual term recognition is too
weak for the scarcity of specialized annotated data. The bold ﬁgures in Table 3
show that our proposed joint model has increased the performance of word alignment by 4.68 and 2.26 points absolute F-score, compared to the HMM-based
method and GIZA++, respectively.
(4) The SMT Translation Tests
Finally, we test whether the proposed joint model can further improve the performance of term and sentence translation. The Moses (GIZA++) and the HMMbased approach “Baseline-1” take no account of terms. Then, the term pipeline
approach is implemented as our “Baseline-2”. The word alignment was conducted bidirectionally and then symmetrized for extracting phrases as Moses
[13] does. All the MT systems are trained by the same training set and tuned by
the development set (1,100 sentences) using ZMERT [29] with the objective to
optimize BLEU [24]. The test set includes 1,100 sentences with 1,208 bilingual
term pairs altogether. In order to highlight the performance of term translation,
we count the number of terms that is translated exactly correctly, and the term
translation results are denoted as “Term/P” (exact match). The sentence translation results are labeled “Sent/BLEU”. We report all the translation results in
Table 4.
In Table 4, GIZA++ makes the SMT result of “Baseline-1” are worse than
Moses. However, with the help of the proposed joint model, the term translation
quality is signiﬁcantly improved by more than 3.66% accuracy. Non-term words
are also strongly improved by the joint model, because the accuracy rating of
term words alignment has been much improved and fewer non-term words are
aligned incorrectly to term words. In sentence translation, the bold ﬁgures in
Table 4 demonstrate that it improves the translation quality by 0.38 absolute
BLEU points, compared with the strong baseline system, i.e., well tuned Moses.
Considering one term on average in a single sentence in the test set, the BLEU
scores are very promising actually, and our goals on term translation have been
achieved.
For the example in Fig. 1, with the aid of the joint model, the SMT system acquired more reliable term translation knowledge from training sentences,
”. For the source sentences “header text is not
such as “header text
, head text is
included”, the result of the baseline systems is “
not included”. Fortunately, we can achieve the correct term translation result
” from the system “Joint-D-Stage”.
“
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In summary, we can draw the conclusion that the proposed four-stage joint
model signiﬁcantly improves the performance of monolingual term recognition,
bilingual term alignment and word alignment, and further signiﬁcantly improves
the performance of SMT in term translation and sentence translation.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a simple, straightforward and eﬀective joint
model for bilingual term detection and word alignment. The proposed model
starts with weak monolingual term detection based on naturally annotated
monolingual resources, then jointly performs bilingual term detection and word
alignment, ﬁnally substantially boosts bilingual term detection and word alignment, and signiﬁcantly improves the quality of term translation and sentence
translation. The experimental results are promising.
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